Marina’s Under the Sea Matching

Backstory:
Marina the Mermaid needs our help with swimming around the sea trying to find her friends. She loves when all of her fellow sea creature are all together, especially when they surround her with her favorite color shells that are favorite thing to collect.

Goal:
The goal of this game is to swim with Marina around the sea game board in order to match up her friends. A match is consider three or more of the same sea character in a row vertically or horizontally. How we have to keep an eye on the number of moves that Marina makes because you have to try to maximize your score within only 100 moves.

Points:
1 sea character = 1 point
Match of 3 characters = 3 points
Matching of 4 characters = 4 points

Game Over:
The game is over once all of Marinas moves have run out. A window will pop up to indicate that the game is now over and it will tell you your final score of the game.

Motivating Message
Just keep swimming, just keep swimming!